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ABSTRACT: Application of the virial theorem to the interelectronic Coulomb repulsion
shows that the virial of the exchange potential yields the exchange energy. However, the
virial of the correlation potential does not yield the correlation energy. We have recently
constructed a ‘‘hypercorrelated’’ potential whose virial is the correlation energy. We
apply these ideas to a system which contains two interacting electrons in an external
harmonic potential, Hooke’s atom. This system can be solved analytically for a set of
spring constants and numerically for any spring constant. By inverting the Kohn]Sham
equations, the exact exchange and correlation potentials can be found. These exact values
are compared with several popular approximate functionals, namely local spin density
Ž . Ž . Ž .LSD , Perdew, Burke, and Ernzerhof PBE , and Becke and Lee]Yang]Parr BLYP . We
illustrate our results for two values of the spring constant. At a moderate value, the
density is comparable to the He atom, while for a low spring constant, we explore
extremely low densities. Q 1998 John Wiley & Sons, Inc. Int J Quant Chem 69: 533]540, 1998
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Background

w xohn]Sham spin-density functional theory 1K is a formally exact orbital description of an
interacting electronic system. The Kohn]Sham

Ž 2 .equations are, in atomic units e s " s m s 1 for
a spin-unpolarized system,

� 2 Ž .4 Ž . Ž . Ž .y= r2 q v r f r s e f r , 1S i i i

Ž . N < Ž . < 2 Ž .where r r s Ý f r is the exact density, v ris1 i S
is the Kohn]Sham potential, and the sum is over
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the lowest N-occupied orbitals. The total energy of
the system is

E s T q V q U q ES ext XC

N1
3 2 Ž . Ž .s y d r f = f q dr r r v rÝ H Hi i ext2 is1

Ž . Ž X .r r r r
X Ž .q dr dr q E , 2H H X XC< <2 r y r

where T is the noninteracting kinetic energy, U isS
the Hartree energy, V is the external potentialext
energy, and E is the exchange]correlation en-XC
ergy. The Kohn]Sham potential is found from
knowing the density functional dependence of the
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contributions to the energy:

Ž X .r r
X3Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .v r s v r q d r q v r , 3H XS ext XC< <r y r

where

w xdE rXCŽ . Ž .v r s . 4XC Ž .dr r

For practical calculations, only the exchange]cor-
w xrelation energy density functional E r needs toXC

be approximated. Its exact definition comes from
Ž .inverting Eq. 2 :

Ž .E s E y T y U y V . 5XC s ext

Ž . w xIn Eq. 5 , if the exact functional E r wereXC
available, we would have solved all N-electron
problems, and many of us would be out of work.
Fortunately, so far this exact functional form is not
known, and so it is necessary to explore the form
of this term, in order to make useful approxima-
tions.

Numerous functional approximations have been
w x Ž .made to E r . In the local spin density LSDXC

w xapproximation 1 , the energy is written as:

LSD w x unif Ž Ž .. Ž .E r s dr e r r , 6HXC XC

unifŽ .where e r is the exchange]correlation energyXC
density of a uniform gas of density r. While prov-
ing extremely reliable, LSD is insufficiently accu-
rate for calculating bond energies, typically over-

w xbinding molecules 2 . In the last decade, more
accurate generalized gradient approximations
Ž .GGAs ,

GGA w x GGA Ž Ž . Ž .. Ž .E r s dr e r r , =r r 7HXC XC

have made density functional theory popular in
quantum chemistry. Now the approximation for
the energy density uses not only the density at
each point but also its gradient. Several popular

GGA Ž .forms exist for the function e r, =r , includingXC
a sequence of refinements developed by Perdew

w xand co-workers 3]7 . More accurate still are hy-
brid schemes which mix some exact exchange with

w xGGA exchange]correlation 8]10 .

FIGURE 1. Density in Hooke’s atom.

Hooke’s Atom

To illustrate our results throughout this article,
we consider the system of two electrons interact-
ing via the Coulomb repulsion but in an harmonic
potential. This system has recently received con-
siderable attention in density functional theory, as
both a pedagogical model and testing ground for

w xvarious ideas. Kais et al. 11 pointed out that it
could be solved analytically at a certain spring

1Ž . w xfrequency v s , while Taut 12 showed that2

there existed an infinite discrete set of lower fre-
quencies at which it could be solved analytically.
We choose to study the Kais solution, which has a
moderate density comparable to that of the He
atom, as plotted on the left of Figure 1. A simple
way to characterize the mean density is given by

w xthe average Seitz radius, defined in 13 . For the
² :He atom, r s 1.6, while for the Hooke’s atom ats

1 ² :v s , r s 3.0. Core electrons typically haves2
² :r less than about 1, while valence electronss

² :have r between about 1 and 6. The importants
qualitative differences from the He atom are the

Ž .lack of a cusp at r s 0 in fact, =r s 0 here and
the Gaussian decay at large r.

For small v, many aspects of this picture change
because the densities involved are far lower than
those encountered in most valence electron prob-
lems. We will look in particular at the case where
the power series solution for the wave function
truncates after the tenth power, for which v f

w x ² :0.0019 12 , and r s 77. Since this system wass
w xalso studied by Filippi et al. 14 , this will make

comparison with previous calculations easier. As
shown on the right of Figure 1, the density is no
longer monotonically decreasing. It has a mini-
mum at r s 0, rises to a maximum near r s 35,
and then decays as a Gaussian. In the limit of
extremely small v, the density approaches a pure

ŽGaussian centered at the classical zero kinetic
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.energy separation for the two electrons, at r s
Ž .y2r3 w x2v 12 .

For a spin-unpolarized two-electron system, the
Ž .single Kohn]Sham orbital f r can be extracted

directly from the electronic density:

1r21Ž . w Ž .x Ž .f r s r r . 82

More generally, there now exist several methods
w xin the literature 15]22 for constructing the

Kohn]Sham potential and orbitals from a given
density for any number of electrons. From the
exact density, we can extract the exchange]corre-

Ž .lation potential by inverting Eq. 3 :

2 Ž X .1 = c 1 r r
X2 2Ž .v r s e q y v r y H dr ,XXC KS < <2 c 2 r y r
Ž .9

where e is the Kohn]Sham eigenvalue. In aKS
spin-unpolarized two-electron system, the exact
exchange potential v is given by minus one-halfx
of the Hartree potential:

Ž X .1 r r
XŽ . Ž .v r s y dr , 10H XX < <2 r y r

and

Ž X . Ž .1 r r r r
Xw x Ž .E r s y dr dr , 11HH XX < <4 r y r

so that

Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .v r s v r y v r , 12C XC X

and E s E y E . The exact exchange potentialC XC X
w xcan now be extracted from any density 23 .

The exact values for the various energy compo-
nents of interest here are listed in Table I. All of

w xthese have already appeared in earlier work 14 .
Consider first the moderate density case. The cor-
relation energy is of order one-tenth of the ex-

change energy, while the correlation-kinetic en-
ergy, T , is comparable to E , but of opposite sign.C C

w xThus E q T , which is negative 24 , is muchC C
smaller in magnitude than E . This is typical ofC
moderate density systems, in which the energy
components’ magnitudes are ordered by their
leading powers in perturbation theory in powers
of the interelectronic Coulomb repulsion. We have

Ž 2 . Ž 4. Ž 6.E ; O e , E ; O e , and E q T ; O e , soX C C C
< < < < < < Žthat E c E c E q T . In density functionalX C C C

theory, the appropriate perturbation theory is in
w xpowers of the coupling constant l 25 along the

.adiabatic connection, as described later. For the
low-density case, however, E is a fifth of E , andC X

< <T is noticeably less than E because low-densityC C
correlation is dominated by the potential contribu-
tion.

We next consider the values of energy compo-
nents within various functional approximations.
The approximate functionals we use in our work
are LSD, using the parametrization of Perdew and

w xWang 26 , and two generalized gradient approxi-
mations, namely PBE and BLYP. Perdew, Burke,

Ž . w xand Ernzerhof PBE 7 is the latest of the nonem-
pirical Perdew functionals, which are derived from
general exact conditions on the exchange]correla-
tion hole, and the uniform and slowly varying

w xelectron gases. BLYP consists of Becke 88 27 for
w xexchange, and Lee]Yang]Parr correlation 28 ,

both functionals which have been fit to the ener-
gies of specific finite systems. We also performed
all calculations with PW91, finding very small
energy differences with PBE, and very similar po-
tentials, except that some oscillations in the PW91

w xpotentials were removed in the PBE versions 7 .
For the moderate density case, LSD as usual

underestimates exchange by about 10% and over-
estimates correlation by about 100%, for both EC
and T . The GGAs both do much better for bothC
exchange and correlation, with LYP being notice-
ably better than PBE for both E and T . For theC C

TABLE I
( )Energies for Hooke’s atom in millihartrees .

1v = v = 0.00192

Component Exact LSD PBE BLYP Exact LSD PBE BLYP

E y515 y441 y493 y502 y19.49 y17.38 y19.57 y20.08X
E y39 y86 y51 y35 y3.62 y10.84 y8.38 y3.20C
T 29 47 36 26 1.95 2.04 1.84 0.11C
E + T y9 y39 y16 y9 y5.57 y8.80 y6.53 y3.09C C
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low-density system, a similar picture arises for
< <LSD, but PBE seriously overestimates E , al-C

though LYP is quite accurate. However, PBE gets
T about right, while LYP seriously underesti-C
mates it.

Exchange]Correlation Potentials

Although density functionals are designed to
reproduce total energies and energy differences,
there has always been interest in examining other
quantities, to gain further insight into the errors in
the approximate functionals, with the hope of im-

w xproving them 29 . In particular, many have stud-
ied the potentials which can be extracted from the
models of the exchange]correlation energies via

Ž .Eq. 4 and compared them with exact potentials,
known for small systems from wave function cal-
culations. Typically, there are very noticeable dif-
ferences between the approximate functionals and
the exact results. While the significance of these

w xdifferences can be argued 30 , the procedure for
calculating the potentials is well-defined by Eq.
Ž .4 , and the resulting curves definite.

In Figure 2, we plot the exact and several ap-
proximate exchange potential evaluated on the ex-
act density. None of the functionals yield poten-
tials which look like the exact exchange potential.

ŽThe exact potential decays as y1rr for large r a
.universal feature , while both the LSD and all

GGAs vanish exponentially. At small r, the exact
potential goes to a constant quadratically with r.
This qualitative behavior is reproduced by the
approximate functionals. In contrast, in Coulombic
atoms, divergences occur in the GGA potentials at
the nucleus.

For the low-density case, no current approxi-
mate density functional should be expected to
perform well. In fact, the GGAs look worse than
LSD. At small r, neither LSD nor the exact ex-
change potential show much structure. For both

FIGURE 2. Exchange potential in Hooke’s atom.

B88 and PBE, the exchange potentials have signifi-
cant structure for small r, where the density and
its gradient change rapidly.

In Figure 3, we plot the exact and approximate
correlation potentials. At large r, the exact correla-
tion potential approaches 0 from above with a

w xpower law 14 , while all the approximate func-
tionals vanish rapidly, due to the Gaussian decay
of the density. PBE and LYP decay particularly
rapidly, due to the cutoff of correlation when the
reduced density gradient becomes large. The
slower decay of the LSD potential is closest to that
of the exact. At small r, the approximate function-
als are again qualitatively correct, but not quanti-
tatively. No functional yields a positive value for
the correlation potential at r s 0.

Exchange]Correlation
Energy Densities

Similarly, there have been attempts in the past
to compare the energy density with those of the

w xfunctional approximations 31, 32 . Unfortunately,
the energy density typically suffers from an ambi-
guity of definition, since the addition of any quan-
tity which integrates to zero over the system does
not alter the resulting energy. In particular, specifi-
cation of a functional approximation does not
uniquely specify an energy density. This problem
is highlighted by the exchange GGAs of Perdew
and co-workers, in whose derivation there is an

w xintegration by parts 33 , which alters the energy
density at each point.

A partial remedy to this difficulty is to choose a
specific definition of the energy density, usually
one that can be easily extracted from a wave func-
tion calculation. Again in the case of exchange, a
common choice is an exchange energy density
which comes from an integration over the ex-

FIGURE 3. Correlation potential in Hooke’s atom.
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change hole:

hole Ž . Ž . X Ž X . < X < Ž .e r s r r dr r r, r r2 r y r , 13HX X

Ž X.where r r, r is the exchange hole density sur-X
rounding an electron at r. However, there is no
way to calculate this quantity from the definitions
of the approximate functionals. In particular, the

Ž . Ž .energy densities given in Eqs. 6 and 7 are not
necessarily approximations to the quantity defined

Ž .in Eq. 13 .

Virial Energy Densities

However, there is a choice of energy density
which is uniquely determined by the functional.

w xFor example, in the case of exchange 34 , the virial
w xtheorem yields 24

Ž . Ž . Ž .E s y dr r r r ? =v r . 14HX X

Thus the definition

Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .e r s yr r r ? =v r 15X X

provides a choice of energy density whose value is
determined by the potential, and therefore directly
by the functional itself.

For a spherical density, as is the case here, we
may write

`
radial Ž . Ž .E s dr e r , 16HX X

0

where

dvXradial 3Ž . Ž . Ž .e r s yp r r r . 17X dr

Figure 4 is obtained from Figure 2 by differentiat-
3 Ž .ing the curve, and multiplying by y4p r r r . The

area between this curve and the r-axis is then
simply E .X

An immediate conclusion from this figure is
that although the various potentials look different,
their corresponding exchange energy densities look
similar. This is because the weighting factor in Eq.
Ž .17 is small both near r s 0 and at large r. Fur-
thermore, in the middle, where the bulk of the
contribution to the exchange energy occurs, the
slopes of the various potentials are similar, even
though the exact potential is significantly below

FIGURE 4. Radial virial exchange energy density in
Hooke’s atom.

the approximate ones. The LSD exchange energy
density is almost everywhere noticeably below the
exact energy density, reflecting the typical 10%
underestimation of the magnitude of the exchange
energy in LSD. LSD looks closer to the exact curve
than the GGAs. However, the net area under the
curve is more accurately given by the GGAs than
by LSD, due to tremendous error cancellation.
Similarity of potentials is not necessary for accu-
rate energies.

In the case of correlation, the virial of the corre-
w xlation potential yields 24

Ž . Ž . Ž .y dr r r r ? =v r s E q T , 18H C C C

where T is the correlation contribution to theC
kinetic energy, i.e., the virial of the correlation
potential does not yield the correlation energy. We
define

Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .e r q t r s yr r r ? =v r . 19C C C

Ž .In Figure 5, the energy densities of Eq. 18 are
constructed from Figure 3 by exactly the same
procedure as for exchange. However, since E q TC C

Ž .is very small it vanishes in the high-density limit ,
the net area between the r axis and the exact radial

1energy density curve is small. Consider first v s .2

FIGURE 5. Radial virial correlation energy density in
Hooke’s atom.
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There is a large cancellation between the positive
peak near r s 1 and the negative peak near r s 2.
This highlights a major deficiency of the LSD cor-
relation potential. Because the density is monoton-
ically decreasing, so too is the LSD correlation
potential, so that its virial energy density is every-
where negative. Thus there is no cancellation be-
tween peaks, leading to an LSD prediction for this
quantity which is a factor of 4 too negative. The
GGA potentials, on the other hand, are not mono-
tonic, allowing cancellations within the virial inte-
gral. The dip in the PBE correlation curve around
r s 2.2 leads to an energy density similar to the
exact one, but with too strong peaks. The two
extrema at r about 2.5 and 3.5 in the LYP potential
produce an energy density curve which may ap-
pear upside-down relative to the exact one, but
whose net area is highly accurate.

Turning next to the lower density system, we
see that the LSD curve again looks best, and this
remains true for the energy densities. Interestingly,
there is now a strong difference between LYP and
PBE, with the oscillation in the PBE correlation
potential near r s 60 leading to a large peak and
valley in the energy density. However, when we
look at the net area under the curve, E q T , weC C
find that LSD is too negative, LYP is not negative
enough, and PBE yields the closest answer to the
exact one.

Hypercorrelated Potential

We have used the adiabatic connection formula
w x35 for the exchange]correlation energy to define

w xa ‘‘hypercorrelated’’ potential 36 , whose virial
yields the exact correlation energy. This adiabatic
connection relates the physical and Kohn]Sham
systems in a continuous fashion, through the adia-
batic coupling constant l. We imagine multiplying
the interelectronic repulsion by l, and then vary-
ing the external potential with l in such a way as

Ž .to keep r r fixed. At l s 0, the wave function of
our system is the noninteracting Kohn]Sham wave
function and the external potential is simply the
Kohn]Sham potential. At l s 1, we recover the
fully interacting physical system. As l ª `, the
Coulomb repulsion dominates over the kinetic en-
ergy, and the correlation becomes completely static.

The hypercorrelated potential is constructed as

` dl
lŽ . Ž . Ž .v r s v r , 20˜ HC C3l1

where
lŽ . l w x Ž . Ž .v r s dE r rdr r , 21C C

and El is the correlation energy at coupling con-C

w x l Ž 2 .stant l 37 . For example, E f lE q O l forXC X
finite systems, and Els1 s E . For small l, El ;XC XC X
Ž . l Ž 2 . l l Ž 3.O l , E ; O l , and E q T ; O l . In Fig-C C C

ure 6, we plot v l within the PBE approximationC
for values of l between 1 and 2. At l s 1, this is

Ž . 3r2just v r , while as l ª `, it grows as l . NoteC
that this growth is weaker in the low-density case,
where correlation is more static.

Ž .They hypercorrelated potential of Eq. 20 is
defined so that

Ž . Ž . Ž .y dr r r r ? =v r s E , 22˜H C C

i.e., the correlation energy is the virial of the hy-
percorrelated potential. We write

Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .e r s yr r r ? =v r . 23˜C C

In Figure 7, we plot the hypercorrelated poten-
tials. Note that there are no exact curves in this
plot because these would require knowledge of the
exact correlation potential at coupling constants
other than l s 1. In principle, it is possible to
calculate the hypercorrelated potential exactly for
small systems, by varying the coupling constant in
an accurate wave function calculation, and choos-
ing the external potential so as to reproduce the
physical density. In practice, such a procedure
would be quite computationally demanding with

Ž .current techniques. Here, we calculate v r onlyC̃
approximately, using LSD and several GGAs.

However, one can easily imagine what the exact
curves might look like. Compare the curves in the
left panels of Figures 3 and 7, for any given ap-
proximation. The effect of hypercorrelating the po-

Ž .tential as in Eq. 20 is to produce a potential
which is more correlated than the regular correla-
tion potential. The two sets of curves are qualita-
tively similar, but the features are more pro-
nounced in the hypercorrelated one. Thus the
exact hypercorrelated curve will probably be posi-
tive at r s 0, but with a great value, dip down
more deeply to negative values near r s 2, and
approach 0 from above.

Repeating this procedure for the low-density
system, note that the hypercorrelated potentials
are much closer to their corresponding correlation
potentials. This is because at low densities, most of
the correlation is pure potential and little kinetic.
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FIGURE 6. l-dependent correlation potential in PBE
for Hooke’s atom.

Under these conditions, the change in potential
with coupling constant is almost linear, which

Ž . Ž . Ž .would make v r f v r , from Eq. 20 .C̃ C
Figure 8 contains the radial energy density of

the hypercorrelated potential and shows similar
effect relative to the energy density from the corre-
lation potential of Figure 5. Note that though the
distortion of the hypercorrelated energy density
relative to the correlation potential’s energy den-
sity destroys some of the very precise cancellation

Ž .between peak areas in the case of the GGAs
leading to a net area equal to E rather thanC
E q T , as would also be the case for the exactC C
curve.

Ž . Ž .Finally, subtraction of Eq. 22 from Eq. 18 also
produces a uniquely defined correlation-kinetic

w xenergy density 38 ,

Ž . Ž .T s dr t r , 24HC C

where

Ž . Ž . � Ž . Ž .4 Ž .t r s yr r r ? = v r y v r , 25˜C C C

which can also be compared against approximate
functionals. The severe underestimation of T byC
LYP for v s 0.0019 is demonstrated by the fact

Ž . Ž .that v r and v r are almost identical, leading to˜C C
Ž . Ž .a far too small t r in Eq. 25 above.C

FIGURE 7. Hypercorrelated potential in Hooke’s atom.

FIGURE 8. Radial virial hypercorrelated energy density
in Hooke’s atom.

Conclusions

We have calculated the hypercorrelated poten-
tial for the Hooke’s atom at both moderate and
extremely low densities, within several functional
approximations. The virial of this potential is the
correlation energy, and so it provides a correlation
energy density which is uniquely defined by the
correlation energy functional.

We are currently pursuing two further applica-
tions of this work. In the first, we are attempting to
construct a reliable approximation to the hypercor-
related potential, using the correlation potential
itself. Such a scheme would yield a method for
accurate estimation of the correlation energy, given

w xthe exact density 39 . In the second, we are at-
tempting to construct the hypercorrelated potential
directly from the exchange potential and the GGA
approximations to both. Such a scheme would
yield a nonempirical energy density hybrid at each
point in space, which would admix a space-depen-
dent amount of exchange with GGA exchange]
correlation, overcoming limitations of current non-

w xempirical schemes 9 .
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